
BOKER TOV- 7:15AM 
A creative homebody's guide to

staying inspired

BREAKFAST - 8:15AM
Tetris Tots are definitely a camp favorite, but regardless 

every morning our incredible kitchen staff makes us a 

delicious spread with something for everyone.

WORKSHOP - 9:00AM
Workshop time is when our campers get to break into their

groups for their main focus. They practice our 6 core values

while focusing

on Film, Video Game Design, Chemistry, Robotics, 3D

animation, Start Up Nation, Earth and  

Sky, Programming and Coding , and Biozone

CHUG 1 - 10:45AM
Every week our campers can chose from a list of morning 

and afternoon chugim. Some of the morning chugim for this 

week are 3D Printing, Acting, Hebrew 101, Audio Tech and 

much more!

SABABA - 11:40AM
Everyone needs some organized chill time. Campers will 

often spend this time playing cards, reading a book, joining a 

riveting round of Gaga, and so much more!

Our whole universe was in a hot dense state. Then nearly 

fourteen billion years ago expansion started. Wait... The 

Earth began to cool. The autotrophs began to drool. 

Neanderthals developed tools. We built a wall (we built the 

pyramids). Math, science, history, unraveling the mystery. 

That all started with the big bang! 

BOKER BIG BANG - 8:00AM



LUNCH! - 12:30PM
Hamburger, Hot Dog, Chicken on a
Bun, Pizza sure is a lot of fun, but
Steakwichesss... Steakwichesss... 

Steakwichesss... YEAH!

MENUCHA - 1:25PM
This is a great time to rest back in the halls. Campers often 

use this time for card games, summer reading, or even a 

nap.

CHUG 2 - 2:20PM
Time for afternoon chug! These choices are completely 

separate from morning options  i.e. Cyber Security, Larp, 

History of the World, Crocheting etc...

SPORTS - 3:25PM
Exercise keeps you fit and gives you that much needed 

endorphin rush to make you more pumped to finish work.

SNACK - 3:10PM
Time for a snack! Campers meet in front of the chadar ochel  

for some munchies, refill their water bottles, and talk with 

friends.

WORKSHOP - 4:25PM
In the afternoon we meet up with our workshops for a 

second time! 



SONG SESSION
During this time we have some of the best camp vibes aside 

from Shabbat. Our campers congregate in the chadar while 

they sing and dance.

EVENING PROGRAM
Our evening program is broken up between upper and lower 

camp. Everyone gets excited whether we have group 

activities planned, watch a movie in the PAC, or make it a 

hall bonding night.

DINNER - 5:25PM
A typical Sci-Tech dinner consists of
three stations: Grill, Pizza/Pasta, and

Home Cooking.

HANGOUT TIME
this period of time can either be free or structured 

depending on the halls counselors.

BEDTIME PREP
Time to brush teeth and get into comfy pjs!

LILAH TOV
Lights out!


